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Abstract 
Piensik (1984) has given a sharp upper bound for the sum of the distance between all ordered 
pairs of nodes in a strong tournament Tn. We strengthen this result by deriving a bound that 
involves an additional parameter. 
1. Introduction 
A tournament 7", consists of a set of n nodes 1, 2 ... . .  n such that each pair of distinct 
nodes i and j  is joined by exactly one of the arcs i] ~ orjT. If the arc/~ is in T, we say 
that i beats j or that j loses to i and write i -~ j; the score of node i is the number of 
nodes that i beats. A tournament T~ with n >/3 nodes is strongly connected, or strong, 
if for every ordered pair of distinct nodes i and j there is a path from i to j; the distance 
from i to j  is the number d(i,j) of edges in any shortest such path. (For definitions not 
given here and for additional material on tournaments, ee, e.g. [2] or [4].) 
A number of authors have obtained results on the total distance between odes in 
various types of graphs; see, e.g., [3] or [5] and the references contained therein. In 
particular, Plesnik [3] has shown that if f(T~) denotes the sum ~d(i, j)  over all 
ordered pairs of distinct nodes i and j in a strong tournament T, with n/> 3 nodes, 
then 
f (Tn)<~(n+2)  3 -1  
and he characterized the extremal tournaments. Our object here is to strengthen this 
result by introducing an additional parameter. We make some preliminary observa- 
tions in Section 2 before stating our results in Section 3; the proof of our main result is 
in Section 4. 
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We remark that the lower bound f (T . )  >i 3n(n - 1)/2 follows immediately from the 
definition of a strong tournament.  It is not difficult to construct strong tournaments 
T. for which equality holds here when n = 3 or n/> 5; see [3; p. 5]. In fact, equality 
holds for almost all of the 2 "("- 1)/2 labelled tournaments 7". as n --. oc ; see [2; p. 32] 
for a stronger esult. 
2. P re l iminar ies  
If T. is a strong tournament with n >/3 nodes, let g(T.)  denote the sum ~d(v,u)  
over all ordered pairs of nodes u and v in 7". such that u--* v. Notice that 
f(1".) = g(T.)  + n(n - 1)/2, where f (T . )  is the function defined earlier. For  conveni- 
ence, we shall consider the function g(T, )  instead of the function f (T . )  henceforth. We 
now determine g(T.)  for some particular tournaments. 
If n i> 3 let A. denote the tournament with nodes 1, 2 . . . . .  n in which if 1 ~< i < j ~< n 
thenj  ~ i unlessj = i + 1 in which case i ~ j. It is not difficult to see that A. is strong, 
that d( i+ 1, i) = 2 for 1 ~< i~< n - 1, and that d(i,j) = j -  i for 3 ~< i+ 2~<j~< n. 
Consequently, 
n-1  n j -2  
g(A.)  = E d(i + 1, i )+  Z E d(i,j) 
i=1 j=3 i=1 
= 2(n -  1) + 2 3 + (n -  1). 
More generally, if n/> 4 and 1 ~< s ~< n - 2 let A.(s) denote the tournament ob- 
tained from the tournament A._ 1 by adjoining an nth node labelled n such that 
n beats nodes 1, 2 . . . . .  s of A._  1 and loses to the remaining nodes. This tournament is 
clearly strong. To determine g(A.(s))  we first observe that if 1 -%< i,j ~< n - 1 then the 
distance between i and j is the same in the subtournament A._ 1 as in the full 
tournament A.(s); furthermore, if 1 ~< i -%< s then d(i,n) = d(i,s + 1) + 1 = s - i + 2 
and if s + 1 ~< j ~< n - 1 then d(n,j) = 1 + d(s,j) = j - s + 1. Therefore, 
g(A.(s))  = g(A . -1 )  + d(i,n) + d(n,j) 
i=1  j=s+l  
=g(A._ l )+  2 + 3+. . .+(s+ l )+ 2 + 3+. . .+(n -s )  
s+l) 2 
= - -  + 2 
(n+, )  
= 3 + 2n--  3 - s (n -  1 -- s). 
Notice that the tournaments A.(1) and A. (n -  2) are each isomorphic to the 
tournament A., that is, they are the same apart  from the labelling of the nodes. In 
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what follows, we shall write Tn = Rn to indicate that the tournaments Tn and RN are 
isomorphic. 
We say that a node w in a strong tournament Tn with n/> 4 nodes is removable if the 
subtournament Tn- 1 := Tn - { w} contains an (n - 1)-cycle and, hence, is strong also. 
Now every node in a strong tournament Tn belongs to some k-cycle for every k such 
that 3 ~< k ~< n; see [2; p. 6]. This implies that every strong tournament Tn with n/> 4 
nodes contains at least two removable nodes; moreover, if s denotes the score of any 
such node then 1 ~< s ~< n - 2 since Tn is strong. 
3. Upper bounds for g(Tn) 
The following result states that, in some sense, the function g(Tn) assumes its 
maximal values on the tournaments An(s). 
Theorem. Let Tn be a strong tournament with n >>. 4 nodes and let s denote the score of 
some removable node w of Tn. Then 
g(Tn)<~ 3 +2n-3 -s (n - l - s )  (1) 
with equality holding only if Tn = An(s). 
Before proving this theorem we mention two corollaries. 
Corollary 1. Let Tn be a strong tournament with n >1 3 nodes. Then 
g(L )  <. 3 + n - 1 
with equality holding only if Tn = An. 
This result is equivalent to the result of Plesnik [3] mentioned in the introduction. 
It certainly holds when n = 3 and when n >/4 it follows readily from the theorem since 
the maximum value of the upper bound occurs when s = 1 or s -= n - 2. 
Corollary 2. Let Tn be a strong tournament with n >>. 5 nodes. I f  T n ¢ An then 
g(Tn) -~<(n+l )  
3 +3 
with equality holding only if Tn = An(2) or An(n - 3). 
To deduce this we first observe that a strong tournament Tn can have at most one 
removable node of score 1; for if nodes u and v both have score 1 and u ---, v, say, then 
node v is clearly not removable. Similarly, a strong tournament Tn can have at most 
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one removable node of score n - 2. Las Vergnas [1] has shown that if 7". is a strong 
tournament with n/> 5 nodes and 7". ~ A. then T~ must have at least three removable 
nodes; moreover, by the preceding observations, at least one of these removable nodes 
must have score s where 2 ~< s ~< n - 3. The required result now follows from the 
theorem. 
4. Proof of theorem 
There is only one strong tournament T4 up to isomorphism, namely, the tourna- 
ment A4 (or, equivalently, A4(I) or A4(2)); this tournament has removable nodes of 
scores 1 and 2, so the theorem certainly holds when n = 4. Thus, we may assume that 
n >/5 and that the theorem and, in particular, Corollary 1 hold for strong tourna- 
ments with n - 1 nodes. 
Since node w is removable the subtournament T . - I :=  T . -{w} contains an 
(n - 1)-cycle C. We may assume that nodes of 7". are labelled so that w = n and the 
nodes 1, 2 .. . . .  n - 1 occur in this order in the cycle C. Node n beats some but not all of 
the nodes of C since 1 ~< s ~< n - 2, so we may further assume, after rotating the labels 
of C if necessary, that n ~ 1 and (n - 1 ) ~ n. Then there exists a sequence of integers 
al = 1 < a 2 , "  < a2k < n = a2k+l  , 
where k ~> 1, such that if 1 ~< j ~< k then 
n --* u if a2j- ~ ~< u < a2j and v --* n if a2~ ~< v < a2~+ 1. 
Now the distance between any two nodes of T._ 1 is at least as large in T._ 1 as it is in 
T~. Consequently, 
k k 
g(T.)<<.9(T. -~)+ ~ ~'d(u ,n )+ Z ~"d(n ,v ) ,  (2) 
j= l  u j= l  v 
where for each j the inner sums are over all u and v such that az)-1 ~< u < a2j and 
a2j ~ o < a2j +1. 
It follows from the foregoing observations that if a2j- 1 <~ u < a2j then 
SO 
d(u,n) <<. d(u, a2j) + d(azj, n) < a2j - u + 1, 
~ 'd (u ,n )  <~ 2 + 3 + . " (a2 j -  azj-1 + 1) 
u 
where, for convenience, we let b~ = a i+ l -  at for 
a2j <~ o < a2j+ 1 then 
d(n,v) <~ d(n, a2j - 1) + d(a2j - 1,v) <~ v - a2j + 2 
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and 
~"d(n ,v )  ~< 2 + 3 + -.. + (a2 j+ l  - a2j + 1) = ½b2j(b2j + 3). (6) 
v 
Notice that bi > 0 for 1 ~ i ~< 2k and that 
bl ÷ b2 + ... + b2k = n - -  1 and bl + b3 + ... + b2k-1 --~" S; (7) 
this readily implies that 
2k 
b 2~<s 2+(n-  l - s )  2, (8) 
i=1  
with equality holding if and only if k = 1, bl = s, and b 2 = n - 1 - S. If we now 
combine (2), (4) and (6)-(8) and appeal to the induction hypothesis and Corol lary 1, we 
find that 
3 2k 2k 
O(T,,) ~< g( T,,_I ) + ~ bi + ~ bi 
= 3 +2n-3 -s (n - l - s ) ,  (9) 
so inequality (1) holds for all strong tournaments T. with n nodes. 
Now suppose that equality holds in (9). Then equality holds throughout in (3)-(6), 
and (8); furthermore, 
so we may suppose that Tn-1 = An-1 by the induction hypothesis and Corol lary 1. 
Let us now assume the labels 1, 2 . . . . .  n - 1 are assigned the same way to the nodes of 
Tn-i as they were to the nodes of An- i  in its original definition, i.e., if 
1 ~< i < j ~ n - 1 then j --* i unless j = i + I. The subtournament T,_ 1 has a unique 
(n - 1)-cycle C = { 1,2 . . . . .  n - 1, 1 } so the labels now assigned to the nodes of Tn- 
differ at most by a rotation from the labels assigned in the derivation of (9). 
Since equality holds in (8) it follows that k = 1 and bl = s; this implies that node 
n beats s consecutive nodes of the cycle C starting with node q, say, and loses to the 
remaining n - 1 - s nodes. If q = 1 then 7", = An(s) by definition and we are finished. 
So we now assume that 2 ~< q ~ n - 1 and show that this leads to a contradiction 
when n ~> 5. 
We mentioned eariler that if equality holds in (9) then equality must hold through- 
out in (3) and (5). In particular, if we apply these two relations to the nodes now 
labelled q and q - 1, respectively, and interpret the results in the context of our 
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present labelling convention, we find that 
d(q,n) = s + 1 (10) 
and 
d(n ,q -  1) = n -  s. (11) 
We now consider various (overlapping) cases separately. 
Case la: s = 1 and 2 ~< q ~< n - 2. Then P = {n,q,q + 1,q - 1} is a path of length 
3 from n to q - 1, contradicting (11). 
Case lb: s = 1 and 3 ~< q ~< n - 1. Then P = {n,q,q - 2,q - 1} is a path of length 
3 from n to q - 1, again contradicting (11). 
Case 2a: 2 ~< s ~< n - 3 and 2 ~< q ~< n - 2. Then n --* q + 1 so P = { n, q + 1, 
q - 1 } is a path of length 2 from n to q - 1, contradicting (11). 
Case 2b: 2~<s~<n-3  and 3~<q~<n-1 .  Then q -2~ n since s~<n-3  so 
P = {q, q - 2, n } is a path of length 2 from q to n, contradicting (10). 
This suffices to complete the proof of the theorem since the remaining case, 
s = n - 2, follows from the case s = 1 by duality. 
We remark in closing that it can be shown that the third largest value of the 
function 0(T,), taken over the strong tournaments T. with n >/7 nodes, is realized 
when Tn = A.(3) or A~(n - 4); but, in general, the fourth largest value is not realized 
when T. = A~(4) or A. (n  - 5). 
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